General application Guide
Universal PH 7 Stripper

Environmental Stripper
System

Universal PH7 Striper – All in one stripper for all applications and paint typessolvent, water based, silicone emulsions, and more

Substrates

All substrates except Plastics. Trials required for plastic types . Remove Paint
on all INEX boards, concrete and brick substrates

Applications of our products are possible on all most substrates and the preparation and application
are very consistent with minor technique variations for some proprietary products. The application
hints below are designed to assist in creating safe and efficient result without unnecessary errors.

The product is non water based and has a smell to it. Due to its nature of composition, the
product should not be inhaled. Though it is not dangerous as a pH 7 (neutral) and can be
touched without concern, it must be treated with utmost care. Avoid eye contact, swallowing
or inhaling at close range. Spraying of the product is strictly forbidden.
Protective gear must be worn in accordance with Standard site PPE and the list noted below:






Overhauls are recommended but not compulsory.
Safety helmet must be worn.
Full eye wear.
Full face mask; Drop down mask is acceptable.
Gloves and boots are compulsory.

Application:











Product is not required to be shaken or stirred.
Apply on the surface to be stripped using brush or rollers. Where rollers are used be
aware that plastic parts are likely to be penetrated and deformed with our product.
Metals are fine for use.
Product penetration is an indication that the product is working and is loosening the
paint on the surface. Apply in quantities to match the thickness of the paint. Less for
thin paint, more for old and thick paint.
Being a very viscous liquid, it can spread 20m2/L. However the average is 5 where
pH7 is required to penetrate the paint in proportional quantity to its number of coats
and types being removed.
Do not spray in any circumstance.
Leave to stand for 1-5 minutes depending on the thickness and type of paint.
Hose off with pressurized water-Gurnie, etc. When applying water pressure, apply at
an angle to avoid splash back on to applicator. Best at 45 degrees away from you and
downwards.
Water neutralizes the product and as such can go to waste.
Do not use on plastics or composites without trials.
If surfaces are to be painted again, the surface should be neutralized further with
water. If left for too long, then other products will be required to penetrate and
neutralize it.
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Emergency treatment
Contact with Skin
Contact with skin is not harmful. Washing with water is still recommended to avoid any skin
dryness or sensitivities.
Contact with eyes
Once in contact with eyes, wash immediately with generous amounts of water. If irritation
persists, contact your closest medical facility.
Swallowing and inhalation
 If swallowed, you must contact your closest medical facility immediately.
 Gargle with water immediately and spit out for mouth cleaning.
 Gargle with water for the throat and spit out.
 Drink water following the above steps to minimise any negative effects and
sensitivities.
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